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Figure 1. Taking an image sequence (a) as input, EditableNeRF is trained fully automatically to reconstruct the captured scene (b) and can handle topological changes. After training, end-users are able to edit the scene (c) by controlling the automatically picked-out key points (circled in green in (b)). Our method enables multi-dimensional editing and can generate novel scenes that are unseen during training.

Abstract

Neural radiance fields (NeRF) achieve highly photorealistic novel-view synthesis, but it’s a challenging problem to edit the scenes modeled by NeRF-based methods, especially for dynamic scenes. We propose editable neural radiance fields that enable end-users to easily edit dynamic scenes and even support topological changes. Input with an image sequence from a single camera, our network is trained fully automatically and models topologically varying dynamics using our picked-out surface key points. Then end-users can edit the scene by easily dragging the key points to desired new positions. To achieve this, we propose a scene analysis method to detect and initialize key points by considering the dynamics in the scene, and a weighted key points strategy to model topologically varying dynamics by joint key points and weights optimization. Our method supports intuitive multi-dimensional (up to 3D) editing and can generate novel scenes that are unseen in the input sequence. Experiments demonstrate that our method achieves high-quality editing on various dynamic scenes and outperforms the state-of-the-art. We will release our code and captured data.

1. Introduction

Neural radiance fields (NeRF) [23] have shown great power in novel-view synthesis and enable many applications as this method achieves photo-realistic rendering [9]. Recent techniques have further improved NeRF by extending it to handle dynamic scenes [27, 30, 40] and even topologically varying scenes [28]. However, these works mainly focus on reconstruction itself but do not consider scene editing. Thus, for rendering, only the camera views can be changed, while the modeled scenes cannot be edited.

Recently, some frameworks have been proposed to make neural radiance fields editable in different aspects. Some of them aim to edit the reconstructed appearance and enable relighting [2, 35, 54]; some allow controlling the shapes and colors of objects from a specific category [15, 20, 44, 47]; and some divide the scene into different parts and the location of each part can be modified [48, 49, 52]. However, the
dynamics of moving objects cannot be edited by the previous methods. And this task becomes much more challenging when the dynamics contain topological changes. Topological changes can lead to motion discontinuities (e.g., between the hammer and the piano keys, between the cups and the table in Fig. 1) in 3D space and further cause noticeable artifacts if they are not modeled well. A state-of-the-art framework CoNeRF [16] tries to resolve this problem by using manual supervision. However, it only supports limited and one-dimensional editing for each scene part, requiring user annotations as supervision.

We propose EditableNeRF, editable topologically varying neural radiance fields that are trained without manual supervision and support intuitive multi-dimensional (up to three-dimensional) editing. The key of our method is to represent motions and topological changes by the movements of some sparse surface key points. Each key point is able to control the topologically varying dynamics of a moving part, as well as other effects like shadow and reflection changes through the neural radiance fields. This key-point-based method enables end-users to edit the scene by easily dragging the key points to their desired new positions.

To achieve this, we first apply a scene analysis method to detect key points in the canonical space and track them in the full sequence for key point initialization. We introduce a network to estimate spatially-varying weights for all scene points and use the weighted key points to model the dynamics in the scene, including topological changes. In the training stage, our network is trained to reconstruct the scene using the supervision from the input image sequence, and the key point positions are also optimized by taking motion (optical flow) and geometry (depth maps) constraints as additional supervision. After training, the scene can be edited by controlling the key points’ positions, and novel scenes that are unseen during training can also be generated.

The contribution of this paper lies in the following aspects:

• Key-point-driven neural radiance fields achieving intuitive multi-dimensional editing even with topological changes, without requiring annotated training data.
• A weighted key points strategy modeling topologically varying dynamics by joint key points and weights optimization.
• A scene analysis method to detect and initialize key points by considering the dynamics in the scene.

2. Related Work

2.1. Novel-View Synthesis

Many methods achieve rendering novel-view images by reconstructing scenes and objects into meshes [5, 6, 12, 39, 55], neural voxels [21, 33], and multi-plane images [7, 24, 58]. Besides these methods based on discrete representations, some methods also achieve novel-view synthesis by using continuous representations [26, 34] and have shown great potential in this task.

Neural radiance fields (NeRF) [23] achieve photo-realistic rendering in novel-view synthesis by leveraging continuous implicit functions of density and view-dependent color to represent static scenes. To handle dynamic scenes, time-variant latent codes could be used to encode time-variant components based on NeRF, but requiring multi-view video inputs [17]. To further enable dynamic reconstructions from a single-view sequence, deformation fields implemented by MLPs are applied to warp objects in each frame into a canonical space [27, 30, 40]. Some methods also utilize estimated depth maps [45], ToF depth images [1], or optical scene flow [18] to improve the performance of dynamic neural radiance fields. HyperNeRF [28] further extends dynamic NeRF to reconstruct topologically varying scenes by modeling canonical spaces with different topology states into a unified continuous hyperspace, and the discontinuous deformations in 3D space caused by topological changes can be modeled by continuous functions in hyperspace. However, unlike traditional explicit representations such as triangular meshes, NeRF-based methods represent the scenes by implicit functions, making the modeled scenes difficult to be edited.

2.2. Editing on Neural Radiance Fields

As our method focuses on NeRF editing, we mainly discuss NeRF-based methods that support user editing in this section. For editing on explicit representations or other implicit representations, please refer to [4, 32, 50, 57].

One approach to edit neural radiance fields is to segment the scene into different components and build MLP for each component [48, 49, 52]. Assuming that different components are individual, this representation allows control of the placements and the relative positions of these components, as well as deleting or reduplicating a component. But these methods do not support editing the dynamics inside a component and only result in limited applications.

In addition, some methods achieve relighting and material editing on neural fields [2, 35, 54] by decomposing the scene into surface normals, lights, albedo, and material. Texture editing can also be accomplished by a 3D-to-2D texture mapping [46].

Besides, there are also some methods that focus on modeling a specific category of objects [15, 20, 44, 47] instead of general objects. A common solution for this problem is to model the category of objects with conditional NeRF and use latent codes as conditions to encode the variations of different objects in this category. Then the shape and appearance can be edited by changing the latent codes or by fine-tuning the network [20], and even controlled by
text [41] with the help of a multi-modal model. And many methods also focus on modeling editable human bodies or human faces based on NeRF representation. By using human body parametric models and skinning techniques such as SMPL [22], neural radiance fields have been extended to model the human body and can be animated by controlling skeleton poses [3, 19, 25, 29, 36]. Human face parametric models also contribute to extending NeRF for human face modeling and controlling [8, 10, 14, 37, 42, 56], and even driven by audio [13]. However, general objects cannot be handled by these methods.

Recently, NeRF-editing [51] proposes to deform NeRF on static objects by extracting explicit meshes, deforming the meshes, and transferring the deformations back into the implicit representations. However, this method cannot handle dynamic scenes. CoNeRF [16] proposes an attribute re-rendering method based on dynamic NeRF. This method requires users to provide annotations in several frames, including masks for every dynamic part and their corresponding attribute values, for network training. Then these parts could be edited by controlling one-dimensional attribute values. We will show our advantages against CoNeRF in Sec. 4.2.

3. EditableNeRF

Input with color image sequence, our method can reconstruct the captured scene fully automatically based on neural radiance fields, and the topologically varying dynamics are modeled using surface key points. After reconstruction, end-users can edit the scene by controlling the key points.

Our pipeline is shown in Fig. 2. First, we apply two methods, HyperNeRF [28] and RAFT [38], to derive the depth maps of input frames and optical flow between adjacent input images, respectively. Then we apply a scene analysis method to detect and initialize key points for each frame (Sec. 3.3). After that, our NeRF-based network (Sec. 3.1) can be trained fully automatically (Sec. 3.2) to model the captured scene based on our weighted key points strategy. When the reconstruction is finished, the reconstructed scene can be edited by dragging the key points to desired positions (Sec. 3.4).

3.1. Network

We first introduce our network architecture, which is shown in Fig. 2. Our network represents the scene as a field of density and radiance [23]. Given a query point, similarly to other dynamic NeRF methods [27,28], we first use a warp field to model slight topology-preserving motions.

\[ x' = T(x, \beta_t). \]  

(1)

Here the warp filed \( T \) maps the query 3D point \( x \) to its canonical location \( x' \), and \( \beta_t \) is the warp latent code in frame \( t \). Note that as discussed in [28], it’s hard for this continuous warp field to model discontinuous movements caused by topological changes.

Then we need to model different topology and motion states in the canonical space. We find that motions and topological changes are always related to some movements
of surface points, so we achieve this modeling by making use of sparse surface key points. These 3D key points are attached to the objects’ surfaces and also move with the objects. Each key point is able to control the topologically varying dynamics of a moving part and also some effects like shadow and reflection changes. An example of key points is shown in (a) of Fig. 3. For each moving part in the scene, we automatically select one corresponding key point, which will be detailed in Sec. 3.3, and the number of key points is denoted as \( N \). The key points’ positions in each input frame will be optimized automatically in our training stage to achieve this modeling.

We assume that different locations in the canonical space are affected by different key points. So for a query point \( x' \), an MLP followed by softmax is used to decide which key point should control its dynamics. We call this network 

\[
\text{weight estimating network},
\]

which takes canonical coordinate \( x' \) as input and outputs a weight vector \( w \in \mathbb{R}^N \), indicating how each key point affects the query point \( x' \).

\[
w = W(x').
\]

(2)

An example of these spatially-varying key point weights is shown in (d) and (e) of Fig. 3.

We then construct a weighted key points vector \( p \) by taking a linear combination of all key point positions \( k \) to model the topologically varying dynamics of \( x' \).

\[
p_t(x') = \sum_{0 \leq i < N} w^t(x') \cdot k^t_i.
\]

(3)

The superscript \( i \) is the index of key points, and the subscript \( t \) is the frame index. If there is only one object that moves and causes topological changes, our method will model this scene with only one key point \((N = 1)\), and (3) becomes \( p_t(x') = k_t \) because the softmax always outputs a scalar 1. So we directly set \( p_t(x') \) to be \( k_t \) in this situation.

Next, the 3D canonical coordinate \( x' \) and the weighted key points \( p \) are concatenated to construct a coordinate in hyperspace for topologically varying scene modeling. This hyperspace is proposed in HyperNeRF [28]. In addition to 3D space, HyperNeRF makes use of ambient dimensions to model objects in hyperspace, and different topology states are encoded with different ambient coordinates. Discontinuous deformations caused by topological changes in 3D space can be modeled by continuous functions (such as MLP) in hyperspace, and more details can be found in [28]. Here we use the weighted key points \( p \) as ambient coordinates, modeling topologically varying dynamics.

Finally, the following NeRF MLP is fed with this 6D coordinate in hyperspace:

\[
(c, \sigma) = H(x' \oplus p_t(x'), d, \alpha_t).
\]

(4)

Here \( d \) is the view direction, and \( \alpha_t \) is the appearance latent code as in [28]. This NeRF MLP outputs the color \( c \) and the density \( \sigma \) that can be used in volumetric rendering. To render an image, we should trace the camera rays of all pixels, sample points along these rays, obtain their colors and densities, and run the volumetric rendering, which are the same as in the original NeRF [23].

3.2. Loss Functions and Training

All the latent codes and MLP parameters are optimized in the training stage to model the scene. As we use key points to encode topologically varying dynamics, we need to additionally optimize key point positions in each input frame. To keep our key points on the object surfaces and to be time-consistent, novel losses are added in our training stage.

First, we propose a motion loss, which constrains that the key points in two adjacent frames should be consistent with the optical flow from pre-trained RAFT [38].

\[
L_{\text{motion}}(t, i) = \left\| \Pi_{t+1}(k^t_{i+1}) - \Pi_t(k^t_i) - F^t_{i+1}(\Pi_t(k^t_i)) \right\|^2,
\]

(5)

where \( \Pi_t \) is the projection function using the input camera pose of frame \( t \), and \( F^t_{i+1} \) is the optical flow from frame \( t \) to frame \( t+1 \). This loss ensures that the projected key points in different frames correspond to the same surface point.

The motion loss provides good supervision in 2D image space, while the key points are in the 3D space. Thus, a geometry loss can help to keep the key points on the object surfaces.

\[
L_{\text{geo}}(t, i) = \left\| \Phi_t(k^t_i) - D_t(\Pi_t(k^t_i)) \right\|^2.
\]

(6)

Here the function \( \Phi_t(k^t_i) \) calculates the distance from the key point \( k^t_i \) to the camera position in frame \( t \), and \( D_t \) denotes the depth map rendered from HyperNeRF [28] in the original camera view. This HyperNeRF is pre-trained before our training stage and takes the same input as ours.
Besides, we also apply the reconstruction loss between the rendered RGB images \( C \) and the input images \( C' \), as well as the warp regularization loss to make sure that the warp field only models slight movements, avoiding the ambiguity between the warp field and the weighted key points model.

\[
L_{rec}(t) = \| C_t(k_t, \alpha_t, \beta_t) - C'_t \|^2, \quad (7)
\]

\[
L_{reg}(t) = \frac{1}{\| S_t \|} \sum_{x \in S_t} \| x - T(x, \beta_t) \|^2, \quad (8)
\]

where \( S_t \) is the set of surface points in frame \( t \).

### 3.3. Key Point Detection and Initialization

To initialize the network training, we need to determine the key point number \( N \) and obtain the initial 3D locations of key points. To achieve this, we apply a scene analysis method, which first finds reference key points in canonical space and reference frames where these reference key points are on the object surfaces, then initializes key points’ positions in each frame.

As our key points are used to model topologically varying dynamics, we find the 3D points in the canonical space with dramatic dynamics including topological changes as our reference key points. Recall that in HyperNeRF [28], the ambient dimensions are used to model motion and topology states. And we have already trained a HyperNeRF for depth maps in (6). So we can detect key points by making use of the ambient dimensions of this pre-trained HyperNeRF. We find the positions with the locally greatest variations of ambient coordinates, and use them as our reference key points.

To be specific, for each input frame, we trace the original camera rays of all pixels and find the corresponding surface points. A 3D voxel volume in the canonical space is then built to record the ambient coordinates of these surface points. After traversing the whole input sequence, we compute the variance of ambient coordinates for every voxel, followed by a 3D Gaussian filter. And the center points of the voxels with local maximum variances after Gaussian blur will be selected as the reference key points \( k_{ref} \). As our 3D version is difficult to visualize, we show a 2D version of this process in (b) and (c) of Fig. 3 by rendering all frames in a fixed camera view and computing the variance of each pixel, followed with a 2D Gaussian filter.

Then for each reference key point, we need to select a reference frame in which the reference key point is on the object surface. We use a similar formulation with the geometry loss in (6) to decide this. (Here we omit the index of key points as they are handled individually.)

\[
\| \Phi_t(k_{ref}) - D_t(\Pi_t(k_{ref})) \| < \delta, \quad (9)
\]

where \( \delta \) is a pre-defined threshold. The first frame \( t \) that satisfies (9) will be selected as the reference frame \( t_{ref} \).

Now for each key point, we have a reference key point position and a corresponding reference frame. To initialize key point positions in the whole sequence, we propagate this reference key point to other frames by optical flow from pre-trained RAFT [38]. The reference key point is first projected into the input image of the reference frame to get its 2D position, and the 2D position is propagated frame by frame using optical flow as shown in Fig. 4. Then these 2D positions are projected back into 3D space by depth maps from HyperNeRF. Note that there are accumulative errors in this initialization due to frame-by-frame propagation, while these errors will be eliminated in our training stage.

For some very long input sequences, we found that the initialization method above may not perform well. This is because the accumulative errors may become too large, and the key points in the image space may be propagated into other objects (e.g., background). So we propose a skipping propagation method as shown in Fig. 4. For each key point, we additionally propagate the reference key point in the reference frame every \( M \) frames (i.e., \( t_{ref} \) to \( t_{ref} + M \), \( t_{ref} + 2M \), and so on), and replace the frame-by-frame positions if their confidences are greater than a threshold. This confidence is calculated by the consistency between the forward optical flow and the backward optical flow:

\[
Conf(t) = \| F_{t \rightarrow ref}(F_{t \rightarrow ref}(\hat{k}_{ref}) - \hat{k}_{ref}) \|^{-1}, \quad (10)
\]

where \( t = t_{ref} + iM, i \in \mathbb{Z} \), and the hat of \( \hat{k}_{ref} \) indicates that it is a 2D position in the reference frame.

### 3.4. Editing by Key Points

After training, users can easily edit the modeled scenes by feeding the network with desired key point positions. As the key points are in the 3D space, our method supports up to three-dimensional editing for each part. We also provide a graphical user interface (GUI) in Sec. 4.4.

### 4. Experiments

We show some results after editing in Fig. 5. And please refer to our accompanying video and supplementary materials for more results and details.
Figure 5. Our editing results on various scenes. The first image of each scene also shows the key points (circled in red or green). Results on the left side contain multi-dimensional editing. The input data of the 2nd row on the right side is provided by CoNeRF [16]. The last row on the right side is from a synthetic sequence. Note that some effects, like shadow and reflection changes, are also edited correctly.

4.1. Implementation Details

We set the weight of motion loss to $10^{-4}$, the weight of geometry loss to 0.5, and the weight of warp regularization loss to 0.1. The real data is captured in a resolution of $1280 \times 720$ and down-sampled to $320 \times 180$ for network training. Our network is trained on 4 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 graphics cards, and takes around 5 hours for training with 250k iterations. Our code is based on HyperNeRF [28]. And the camera poses of input frames are solved by COLMAP [31].

Local coordinate systems for key points. The key point positions are transferred into local coordinate systems for normalization. For each key point, this local coordinate system takes the average key point position as the origin and scales the coordinates to ensure that the largest range of the three dimensions is 1, both based on the initialized positions. Without this normalization, the positional encoding functions [23] for key points will almost become linear functions when the positions vary in a small range. Besides, for some objects with complex geometries, our method may select duplicate key points on the same object. We can remove duplicate key points if the initialized local coordinates of two key points are always very similar to each other in the full sequence.

4.2. Comparisons

Here we compare our method with state-of-the-art methods HyperNeRF [28] and CoNeRF [16]. HyperNeRF is capable of topologically varying scene reconstruction but does not enable scene editing. CoNeRF allows topologically varying editing but only supports one-dimensional editing for each dynamic part, and user annotations, including masks for every part and their attribute values, are necessary for its pipeline. For example, to train a CoNeRF network on an opening mouth sequence, users have to select some input frames, mask the mouth regions in these frames, and set the corresponding attribute values to 1 when the mouth is open and $-1$ when the mouth is closed.

Qualitative results. As our method focuses on editing, we first evaluate the editing ability of our method. We compare our method with CoNeRF, while HyperNeRF does not support editing.

We show some editing results of ours and CoNeRF in Fig. 6. Firstly, as shown in the (a) results, our method based on 3D key points enables up to three-dimensional editing, while CoNeRF fails to encode multi-dimensional dynamics by using one-dimensional attribute values. Secondly, our training stage is fully automatic without user annotations. Especially when different parts are close to each other, it becomes quite difficult for end-users to provide very accurate masks at the boundaries, which further leads to artifacts in CoNeRF as shown in (c) of Fig. 6. In contrast, ours can distinguish different parts automatically. Besides, our editing method allows users to drag the key points to their desired positions, which is more intuitive than inputting attribute values as in CoNeRF.

Quantitative results on synthetic data. Here we compare our method with HyperNeRF and CoNeRF on synthetic data. The data sequence is synthesized by Kubric [11] and contains 400 frames for training. We also show some results on this sequence in Fig. 5. For CoNeRF training, we annotate 5% frames in the training set using ground truth masks and ground truth attribute values, which are the same as the experiment settings in CoNeRF paper [16]. While for our method, we still use the optical flow from RAFT and depth maps from HyperNeRF. We do not use ground
Figure 6. Qualitative comparisons with CoNeRF [16]. Our method does not require user annotations for training and supports multidimensional editing. Note that the rotations in (b) also cannot be represented by the one-dimensional attribute values in CoNeRF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Reconstruction</th>
<th>Editing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSNR ↑</td>
<td>MS-SSIM ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyperNeRF [28]</td>
<td>43.03</td>
<td>0.9971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoNeRF [16]</td>
<td>40.82</td>
<td>0.9908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>44.74</td>
<td>0.9978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons of reconstruction and editing qualities on synthetic data. The reconstruction qualities are measured by the errors in novel-view synthesis. We report PSNR, MS-SSIM [43], and LPIPS [53]. Our method performs the best.

First, we compare the reconstruction qualities of these methods. We render the same synthetic scene in novel viewpoints as ground truth and evaluate the novel-view synthesis abilities. As shown in Table 1, our method reaches the best performance. Note that our method even slightly outperforms HyperNeRF on this task. This is because our method models the scene using key points, which makes it easier for our network to integrate the information from the frames with similar key point positions but in different viewpoints.

Next, we compare the editing qualities of our method and CoNeRF, while HyperNeRF cannot be used for editing. We derive ground truth key point positions and attribute values from ground truth motions and input them for our method and CoNeRF, respectively. Then compute the errors between the ground truth images and the rendered images after editing. Our method also outperforms CoNeRF as shown in Table 1.

Quantitative results on real data. As it is difficult to get novel-view ground truth for real data sequences, we turn to compare the interpolation qualities on real data. For a real data sequence with $2N$ frames, we pick out $N$ frames with even indices as the training set, and the other $N$ frames with odd indices are used as ground truth for testing. Table 2 demonstrates that all the compared methods get similar quantitative results on this task. Key point positions for our method, attribute values for CoNeRF, and all the latent codes are interpolated in this task. In CoNeRF training, we select 1% frames with extreme attribute values for annotations, as recommended by CoNeRF [16].

Besides, when rendering the same real scene with two dynamic parts in the same resolution, CoNeRF takes 1.77s, HyperNeRF takes 0.95s, while ours takes 0.90s. And CoNeRF needs to add a new MLP for each dynamic part, which makes its network not as compact as the other methods.
Table 3. Ablation Studies. We evaluate the motion loss, the geometry loss, and the initialization stage. Our final method in the last row performs the best.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>PSNR ↑</th>
<th>MS-SSIM ↑</th>
<th>LPIPS ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base (w/o supervision)</td>
<td>24.45</td>
<td>0.8529</td>
<td>0.1702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ $L_{motion}$</td>
<td>29.98</td>
<td>0.9485</td>
<td>0.1138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ $L_{motion} + L_{geo}$</td>
<td>32.58</td>
<td>0.9674</td>
<td>0.1043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ $L_{motion} + L_{geo} + \text{init}$</td>
<td>40.05</td>
<td>0.9962</td>
<td>0.0831</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Ablation Studies

Our method makes use of 3D key points with the help of 2D optical flow and 1D depth maps. They are first utilized to initialize key point positions, then to formulate the motion loss and the geometry loss. We evaluate the two losses and the initialization stage in Table 3 by measuring the editing qualities on synthetic data. The base method does not use any information from optical flow or depth maps, and its modeled scene changes randomly according to key point movements, while our final method in the last row of Table 3 reaches the best performance.

4.4. Applications

**Graphical user interface.** We implement a graphical user interface (GUI) for editing and novel-view synthesis, which is shown in Fig. 7 and in our accompanying video. Note that end-users actually drag the key points in the 2D interface, so we provide 1D default depth values for key points to form 3D positions, and we also allow end-users to further edit these depth values. The default depth value for a pixel position is obtained by finding $K$ closest key point positions in the input sequence after projecting into the current view and computing their average depth.

**Novel scenes generation.** Novel scenes that are unseen in the training sequence can also be generated by our method. For example, in the piano toy sequence of Fig. 1, the input data only contains knocking on each piano key, while our method can generate sliding on the piano keys by interpolation. And our method can also combine various dynamics of different parts to create novel scenes, such as the dice cups sequence results shown in Fig. 1.

**Motion transfer.** Once reconstructed, our modeled scenes can be driven by motions from other sequences. We show a phonograph toy driven by a disk in our supplementary video.

4.5. Discussions

We build our framework based on surface key points. While in some challenging sequences, there may not exist a proper surface point that is visible in all frames to become a key point. Our method can still get plausible results on these sequences, but the consistency of key points is not as good as in other scenes, as shown in Fig. 8.

**Limitations.** We assume that the dynamics of a canonical location mainly depend on one key point. If the scene becomes very complex that does not satisfy this assumption (e.g., a dancing human), our method may fail. Also, it’s hard for our method to pick out surface key points for semi-transparent objects like smoke. Extrapolation cannot be performed well for our method when the key points are dragged too far away from their positions in the training sequence. Our method supports multi-dimensional editing, but if the captured objects only have one-dimensional dynamics (e.g., drawer only moves in 1D), our method can only generate one-dimensional dynamics. Besides, our method cannot work well when RAFT or HyperNeRF fails. We leave these problems as future works.

5. Conclusions

We propose EditableNeRF, editable topologically varying neural radiance fields that enable end-users to easily edit dynamic scenes. The key to achieving this is to build our framework by leveraging weighted key points to model topologically varying dynamics, which further achieves intuitive multi-dimensional editing. And a scene analysis method that can measure the dynamics in the scene is also proposed to detect and further initialize these key points. Our method is trained fully automatically using a single-view input sequence and can be easily used by end-users, bringing new applications for editable photo-realistic novel-view synthesis.
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